CADDYHACK

PHI FRIDAYS WIN BROAD

PRESIDENT MARSHALL LAW S. W. First Coup of the King Emeritus

The first freshman debaters between Phi and Marshall Law was held Friday night in the assembly room of the Hotel of Liberal Arts with Philmatron the winner. Prof. H. G. O'Brien, of the department of public speaking, was the provost. Dr. and Mrs. George R. Proctor, F. P. and Patience, of the University, were present. Dr. W. W. Wason the judges.

The debate from start to finish was of a high order. Both teams showed a thorough knowledge of the question and the delivery of the two sides left little room for criticism.

The resolution was the feature of the contest and shows how proficient our debaters are. The coming debate is sure to be a most interesting speaking.

The debate was opened for the affirmative by Mr. W. F. Failer of Phi who outlined the argument of his side and showed that conditions were not quite so simple as he had thought. This was followed by E. K. Pickens of Marshall, who argued that the proposed legislation would not meet a critical situation.

The negative speaker for the affirmative, Herman S. Roy, showed that the problem was a technical one only. He said following for the negative was such that law as proposed would be impracticable. Thank Adams is closing for Phi pointing out that such a law would make it impossible for each college to meet the situation. The debate was opened for the affirmative by Mr. W. F. Failer of Phi who outlined the argument of his side and showed that conditions were not quite so simple as he had thought. This was followed by E. K. Pickens of Marshall, who argued that the proposed legislation would not meet a critical situation.
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J. M. ROGAN
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Did you ever live before? Well, in 1603, they never heard of coffee or potatoes

NEXT TUESDAY

"The Road to Yesterday"

AT THE COLDRN

By the Dramatic Club

Prices 25c, 50c and 75c

Send Sale Friday Noon at Greer's

Of "The Road to Yesterday" Charles Darwin said in the New York Sun Dating World: "You won't find anything better the whole length of Broadway.

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra

Two Concerts, Natural Science Auditorium, Wednesday Afternoon 4:30, Evening 8:15
VARSIY VICTORIUS: ALUMNI ARE BLANKED

We mostly sell Manhattan Shirts

The crowds increase

The Bijou Vaudeville Theatre

Sorority Chocolates

Look Over My Spring Suitsings

SLAVATA TAILOR